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ABSTRACT _

VAN DE VOORDE N.E. and DINNEL, S.P., 1998. Observed directional wave spectra during a frontal passage .•Iournal
ofCoastal Research, 14(1),337-346. Royal Palm Beach (Floridal, ISSN 0749-0208.

This paper qualitatively discusses the changes in the directional wave field as the result of an atmospheric cold front
passage. The directional wave data were measured using a 3-m discus buoy in the north-eastern Gulf of Mexico using
a Longuet-Higgins technique with 46 frequency bands (0.0325 to 0.485 Hz l.

Changes in the directional wave spectra were examined during a 4-day period that included a major wind shift
under both quasi-steady and nonsteady wind fields. A procedure of combining the wave-energy into four directional
quadrants, in lieu of individual mean directions, was examined as an analytical time-series technique for directional
wave spectra. The lag time between a wind speed increase and a corresponding increase in wave-energy was shown
to be a function of the existing sea state with shorter lag times for a higher sea condition. A numerical model analysis
of VAN Vr.icnm:« and HOI.TlIlJl.JSEN (1988) indicated that after a major wind shift the wave-energv would not only
move to lower frequencies, but would also rotate to realign with the direction of the older wind field. The conclusions
of VAN VL~:IlIlEI{ and HOL'I'HllI.ISEN (19881were supported by direct observations of pre- and post-frontal wave fields.
Hourly, polar contoured, directional wave spectra plots show a narrow frequency band energy bridge between the two
wave fields. The development of an energy bridge is shown to correspond to a change in the decay rate of the old
wave field.

ADDITIONAL INDt:x WORDS: Directionul w'we" , wave energy. wave-energy leu; time, W(ll'e field data. northeastern
Gull' o( Mexico, Nationol Data Buoy Center (NOAA). nonlinear u'ave process. and cold-front.

INTRODUCTION

Wave field response to changes in the wind field is of great
interest to both the oceanographic and engineering commu
nities. An understanding of the energy flux during dynamic
wind conditions is critical to understanding the nonlinear
processes occurring during wave field evolution. One such dy
namic wind condition, where winds undergo both magnitude
and directional changes, occurs during passage of atmospher
ic fronts and results in the decay of one wave field and the
generation of another. There have only been few direct ob
servations of wave fi.eld response to rapid wind changes using
field data (ALLENDER et al., 198:3; YOlJNC et al .. 1987; MAS
SON, 1990; and JACKSON and JENSEN, 1995l. Much of the
current effort has focused on the use of simulation models,
such as the EXACT-NL (YOUN(; et al., 1987) and the
3G-WAM models (VAN VLEDDER and HOLTHUI.JSEN, 1993l.
These models allow relatively simple changes in environmen
tal inputs, i.e. a slowly varying wind speed and/or direction.
However, frontal passages do not exhibit monotonically
changing wind fields; their time histories are typically com-
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plex. Changes in wind direction do not back or veer' smoothly
nor simply change in magnitude from pre-frontal to post-fron
tal conditions. Frontal passages, especially cold fronts, move
rapidly and typically have unsteady winds tHxu. 1981-\ I. Thus,
if models are to be used to simulate real wave data, the in
puts of wind speed and direction should be updated contin
uously. A continuously updated wind field may be impractical
for many applications; thus, a better understanding of the
physics between the wind and wave fields during dynamic
events may lead to the improvement of these models .•JAcK
SON and JENSEN (995) specifically discuss the need to im
prove the wave models' implementation of the physics of non
linear wave-wave interaction. The observational nature of
our paper is meant to point out certain aspects of the wind
wave dynamics occurring during rapid wind shifts.

Historic in situ buoy measurements have been insufficient
in detail in the higher-frequency bands to examine the short
term effects of frontal passages. What has been done in the
past using large 10- or 12-m buoys with a substantial bat.terv
array can be done today with a solar-powered :l-m or smaller
discus buoy. The reduction in size and mass of t.h« buoy has
resulted in improved surfuco-following characteristics. ps

pecially with respect to the highpr-frpqupncv components.
This has allowed the enprgy in till' hiuhcr f'reqlll'nci('s to 1)('
better measured. thus expanding the data set Into that part
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of the wave spectra that is needed for an analysis of direc
tional wave spectra changes during a major wind shift.

A National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) :3-meter discus buoy,
located at National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra
tion's (NOAA) Buoy Station 42016 (:30,08°N; 88.1WWi in the
northeast Gulf of Mexico, was established in December 199:3
and rcmainud on station until early 1995 (Figure 11.The sta
tion was in approximately :30 m of water, and the distance
off:~hore was approximately :37 km (-20 nm 1 from the en
t r.mc« to Mobile Bay, Alabama. This station provided the
platform from which all observations were made.

DATA MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Directional wave spectra were computed from the nondi
rectional energy spectra, represented by a sea-surface ele
vation auto-spectrum, C 111 F), (i.e. the spectral variance based
on the linear theory spectral components of the wave height
fill' individual frequency bins) and a corresponding time series
of the direction of the sea-surfacc tilt. The sea-surface tilt was
usi-d to develop a parametric directional spreading function,
D(CO), where I' was the center of a frequency band, and 0 was
a mean direction.

A standard cosine-2s parametric model (LON(;UET-HI(;
(;INS ct (/1., 196:31 was used as the basis for D(f,fl) and pro
duced an estimate of the angular width of the energy within
each frequency band. The cosinc-zs model allowed only one
principle direction per frequency band of wave-energy. The
drawback was that any energy present from two distinct di
rections, contained within the same frequency band, would

be assigned to a third direction between the two actual di
rections (YoUN(;, 1994), This would have been a problem if
the wave fields had overlapped in f-space; but we were for
tunate that this was not the case, In further support of using
the cosine-2s energy distribution model, QUANDUO and Ko
MEN (199:3) analyzed the correlation between the cosine-2s
model and the output from :3G-WAM during a 600 wind-shift
episode. QUANIllJO and KOMEN (199:3) found that the high
correlation, 0.97, between the parametric cosine-zs model
and the :3G-WAM model output was due to the fact the most
of the energy was located in the mean wave-direction, There
fore, in our case, since the "old" wave-energy (pre-wind shift)
and the "new" wave-energy (post-wind shift) were widely sep
arated in both f-space and fl-space, the authors felt justified
in the usc of the cosine-2s energy distribution model.

NDBC's Waves Processing Module (WPM) measures ver
tical acceleration, which is converted using linear wave the
ory to ell (fl, north-south, and east-west buoy tilts, Orthog
onal buoy tilts arc converted to water-surface slopes, Esti
mates of the directional wave spectra can be obtained using
the method of LONCUET-HI(;(;[NS et al. (196:3). A complete
description of the basic theory of LON(;UET-HIG(;[NS et al.
(19(-):3), and how it is currently implemented on buoys, can be
found in STEELE et al. (1992,1985) or TUCKER (19891.

NDBC's estimations of wave parameters (Cll(n and pa
rameters (ill' estimating ])(f,fl)) are based upon 409(-) data
points sampled over 40-minutes, processed, and transmitted
to shore hourly. The full data set (4,09(-) data points) are used
to estimate the lower thirteen frequencies at a resolution of
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0.005 Hz between 0.0325 Hz and 0.0925 Hz. The next 26 fre
quency estimations are based upon 2,048 data points from
the last twenty minutes of the 40 minute data record. The
resolution of this midrange is 0.01 Hz for bands between
0.1000 Hz and 0.3500 Hz. The final ten minutes of the 40
minute data record (1,024 data points) are used to estimate
the high frequency tail using seven frequencies with a reso
lution of 0.02 Hz for a band between 0.3650 Hz and 0.4850
Hz. Spectra and cross-spectra are calculated without use of a
leakage reduction window (EARLE, 1994). The hull is as
sumed to be a surface follower. It is also assumed that the
hull-mooring response induces a frequency-dependent non
unity response amplitude operator (RAO) and nonzero phase
shift angles. A detailed discussion of how the RAO and phase
shifts are adjusted can be found in S'n~ELE et al. (1992),

In analyzing the hourly directional wave data, we deter
mined that the standard approach of using a time series for
several specific narrow frequency bands (ALLENDER et a]..

1983; WANG et al., 1989; MASSON, 1990) did not provide a
clear picture of how the wave-energy changed during the ma
jor wind shift. Higher frequency bands reacted fairly quickly
to changes in the wind field. Narrow frequency bands of
wave-energy typically showed a large amount of variability.
The combination of these two traits could mask correlations
or general trends in the data record. We broadened the fre
quency bands into larger binds, which increased the statis
tical significance of each estimate and provided a filtering
process via averaging. The trends in energy change in each
frequency band were more readily discern able with the
broader bands.

Five frequency bins were established to map out the flux
of energy in time: 0.0:325 to 0.08 Hz, 0.08 to 0.18 liz, 0.18 to
0.22 Hz, 0.22 to 0.30 Hz, and 0.30 to 0.485 Hz. The bin bound
aries were qualitatively selected by examining various one
dimensional spectra of CIHf) for changes during the frontal
passage. Bin 1 (().0:325 to 0.08 Hz) was chosen to describe the
swell wave field, which was not locally generated and was
not considered in our analysis.

Bin 4 ({).22 to O.:lO Hz) was selected for use as a wind
energy tracer bin. Several authors (GUNTIIER et al., 1981:
ALLENDER et a!.. 1983; YOUNt; et al .. 1987; ACINAS. 1988;
MASSON, 1990) have indicated that higher-frequency com
ponents of the' wave field respond quicker to changes in the
wind field than the lower frequency wave components. Ad
ditionally, there was very little energy present in the upper
"tail" of the wave spectra i i.c.. bin 5l. The energy contained
in bin 4 had a higher degree of what can be described as
wave-energy momentum. That is. the energy was sufficient
to resist responding to the higher frequency variability of the
wind field. while responding to the wind field's general
trends. Maintaining bin 5 separate from bin 4 provided the
information on the initial transfer of energy from the wind
field into the wave field. Energy in bin 4 was the result of
energy shifting down from higher frequencies (bin 5) and pos
sibly up from lower frequencies (bin 3l. This type of energy
transfer has been proposed by Yot ING et al. (1987l. Bin 4 then
contained information from the higher frequency, younger
wave components, as well as mid-range frequency, possibly
older, wave components.
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Reasoning similar to that used in the formation of'the bin
was used to initially establish four directional quadrants t.o
partition the wavc-oncrgy. The mean direction for each of t 11('
bins was expected to display an unnecessurv amount of van
ability for our analysis. Also. a simple analysis of old versus
new wave-energy hid some of the information on how t.h«
energy was transferred between the old to the new wave
fields. Thus. the four quadrant system was employed to allow
the directionality of the energy field to be better followed III

time.

PHYSICAL SETIING

A single Continental-Polar cold front passage occurring in
early March 1994, was selected for analysis. The complete
event took nearly a week, during which the wave field was
under a constant state of adjustment. Figures 2(a) and (b)
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show the wind, significant wave height, barometric pressure,
air, and sea temperatures from NOAA Buoy 42016 for 61/ 2

days centered on the post-frontal time period.
The northeast region of the Gulf of Mexico can be charac

terized by seasonal wind fields: during the fall and winter.
the winds are predominately northern; however, with north
west or southeast winds also occurring (FLOHIDA A&M UNI
VEI,SITY, 19HHI. The winter months (December to February)
are marked by frequent frontal passages on time scales of
less than one week (DIMECO et al, 1976; ROBER'I'S et al.,
197R; fh:NI{Y, 19791. Winds from the north to northeast arc
higher in magnitude than winds from other directions during
this season in the northeast Gulf of Mexico (THOMPSON and
LEMI"IC, 197H; SCHROEDER and WISEMAN, 1985>. KELLY
119~J 1 I reported during the fall and winter seasons 10-meter
high wind speeds of 10m/sec; he used data from NOAA
Buoy 42015, [) k m due north of NOAA Buoy 42016.

March can be considered a t.ransit.ion month between the
winter and spring seasons, characterized by an increased per
centage of southeast winds between fronts and a decrease in
LIlt' number of fronts IDIME(;O 1'1 al., 1976; HENRY, 1979;
S('11 HOEIlEH and WI:-;EI\IAN, 19H51.The study area at the time
of our observation was expected to have east to south winds,
with periodic northerly winds as the result of frontal pas
sage,s, Ba,sed upon this characteristic ii.«. large directional
wind sh ift» I, the previous selection of four directional quad
r.mt-. I north, east, south, and west! was expected to provide
Insq.;ht In anal~'7.l!1g 01(' directionality of the wavc-encrgv.
'1'11(' nW!I'ornlogical nammg convent ion was used Illr waves: a
nort h wuv« mOI'l'S from till' north to the south. The quadrants
111'1'(' estahllsfll'd fllr t ho total cnergy contained in hins 2
l hrollgh ;', With t lu- north quadrant containmg wind-wave

l'nl'!'g\ With :1 nu-an wav« direction from :1l5" to 04fi". East,
""Ultl. aud Wl'st quadrants each contained the successive 90'

TIlt' gl'ner:IIsu rf:Wl' widt h of a cold front is on t h« order of
')1111 km Tlu- 1.1 pic'll speed of .rdvanrr- of this tvp« of front is
"n lill' "rd,'r "I' III til 1;-, m''';l'C TIll' pas8age of a cold front is
ll};lrked 1>\ I·,q)\dh f:dlmg ail' u-mpcratun-. rapidly rising
:'.: ,',.m«: 1'1: PI'(',<";U n. and I'l'l'ring ! anticyclonic shin lin the
Wind (il·ld ,\\"[.11\\1:-'1'/ at, 197:;; COI.F, 19RO:Kll'!':-;CII, 19R:J:
11<[ 1~I."S TIll' act ual pas,sage ,,1':1 cold front dol'S not occur

[11,L1JlLll1l'Ou,l\ It takl'''; a finit e period of t.im« for the at
1l1ll,splwI'IC par:llnl'tCI'S to shift from t.he pre-frontal values to
till' PO,.;t-rl'i1l1t.al value-s. This pe-riod of adjustmont, from pre
fron t.a l lo post-Iront .nmosphr-ric conditions i,.; expe-cted to be
!Ill t hv ordl'r or ]0 hour», Our front is typical in these regards
a,.; shuwn in Figur« 2.

FRONTAL PASSAGE PERIODS

TIH' Irunt nl passagp «vent lias partitioned into four peri
ods: I II prevailirn; spasonal conditions, 121 pre-frontal pas
sage', ,:1, frontal pa,.;,.;age, and 141 post-frontal passage. The
p.rrut lOlling of the periods was based upon the barometric
prc-ssur« trends, the difference between the air and sea tem
peratures, and the hourlv wind directions (Figure 2 I.

The prevailing seasonal conditions existed until March H
at IROO UTC 1OH/I HOO I. The wind speed (U." the wind speed

at a height of 5 m) was fairly steady with a mean and stan
dard deviation of 2.6 ± 0.6 rn/sec, and a direction of 127° ±
19°. The air temperature was approximately equal to the sea
surface temperature (SST); neutral atmospheric conditions
were assumed to have existed. The surface barometric pres
sure was fairly steady. The significant wave height (H) was
approximately 0.5 m from the southwest to south direction.
Based upon an assumed Rayleigh distribution to the wave
heights, and using linear wave theory, the conversion be
tween spectral wave-energy and H, is (USACE, 1984):

(1)

Where the limits of integration were 0.0325 Hz to 0.485 Hz
dictated by the buoy system used and CUd) was centered on
the frequency component f.

The pre-frontal passage period was from 08/1ROO to
09/1800. Air temperature and SST remained fairly coupled,
with air temperature slightly greater than SST. Surface pres
sure started to drop at a rate of approximately 1 hPalhr to a

low that occurred at the end of the period. U" increased un
steadily from 4 to 10 rn/sec. The wind direction was from the
east-southeast. Significant wave height for this period was
approximately I m.

The frontal passage period was from 09/1HOO to 10/0100.
The drop of surface pressure had stopped and showed a slight
rise at the end of the period. Also at the end of the period,
air temperature and SST were separated by ~··I °C, implying

that the cold air behind the front had not yet reached NOAA
Buoy 420 Hi. The wind direction veered from the southeast to
the southwest. The wind turbulence caused by the constantly
changing wind speed tended to keep the lower air column
well-mixed. The H, had increased to a maximum of l.R m.

Th« post-frontal period was from 10/0100 to 12/1200. Fig
ure I shows the location of the front at IO/O:WO, several hours

anl'r tho front had begun to pass the location of NOAA Buoy
42016. This period was marked by increasing surface pres
sun'. Air temperature and SST had completely uncoupled: air
tempernt ure experienced a very sharp decrease to a mini
mum of 6 "C, followed by a gradual rise to its pre-frontal
value after several days. Sea surface temperature showed a
slight decl'('ase due to the presence of the cold air mass over
lying the region. From 10/0600 until 1111800 the average
wind was northerly at H.4 ::': 1.9 m/sec. This period also con

tained the peak wave-energy equivalent to a surface height
variance of 0.26 rn' III, -- 2.1 m J. After the occurrence of the
peak wave-energy, wave-energy decayed to the prevailing
seasonal condition level equivalent to -. 0.05 me.

Conditions returned to the pre-frontal seasonal conditions
at -- 12/1200. Air temperature and SST were nearly the same:

neutral atmospheric conditions were returning. U, remained
stcudy at -7 rn/sec to 1:3/0000, after which it dropped to near
4 m/sec. The wind direction veered to the east, became weak

and variable, and showed some possible sea-breeze compo
nents. During the veering period, the wave-energy increased

from the low to a peak equivalent to 0.10 me, corresponding
to an H, of 1.26 m. The barometric pressure was higher, but
dropped to the value prior to 08/1800.
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Figure 3. Tim e series of th e binned frequency compone nt s of th e wind and wave-en ergy field (not including the swell energy of hin I I. The dat a a re
based upon hourl y spect ra l es t ima tes from a 3-m dis cus buoy locat ed a t NOAA Buoy 42016. Bin 2 to) contains wave-en er gy from 0.08 to 0.18 Hz. bin 3
(D) from 0.18 to 0.22 Hz, bin 4 (6) from 0.22 to 0.30 Hz, and bin 5 tV) from 0.30 to 0,485 Hz. The total ene rgy ( e l conta ins th e wind generated wave 
ene rgy from 0.08 to 0,485 Hz. Th e wind speed (- - - ) is from th e buoy ane mometer locat ed at a height of 5 m.

DIRECTIONAL WAVE FIELDS

During th e pre-frontal passage period (08/1800 to 09/1800 ),
th e higher freq uency bins responded to wind speed cha nges
with less time lag in the uptake or transfer of th e wind-wave
energy than lower frequency bins (Figu re 3). At 09/0000, th e
wind was 3.2 mlsec at 130°; at 09/0800 , th e wind magnitude
increased to a maximum of 8.4 mlsec , with a min or wind shift
occurring of less than 30°. Thi s was over a sixfold increase in
wind -energy in eight hours. Wave-en ergy in bin 5 (frequen
cies greater than 0.30 Hz ) increa sed at 09/0300, laggin g the
wind increa se by three hours. Wave-energy in bin 4 (0.22 to
0.30 Hz) showed a sha rp increa se sta rt ing at 09/060 0. Wave
ene rgy in bin 3 (0.18 to 0.22 Hz ) increas ed at 09/0900. Th e
wave-ene rgy in bin 2 (0.08 to 0.18 Hz) showed an increa se at
09/1000. Whil e th e va rious frequ en cy bin s were resp ond ing
to the initial wind -speed increase, a t 09/0800 the re was a
substa ntial decrease in wind- en ergy, dr opping from - 8 mlsec
to - 3 mlsec in two hours. Wind s were low in magnitude un til
09/1300, wind speed th en increased to a pre-frontal maxi
mum, occurring at 09/1700. Th e lag between wind speed

changes a nd wave field responses for bin s 2 through 5 were
shorte r t han t hose noted for the first wind -speed increase .

During th e fronta l passage peri od (09/1800 to 10/0100 ), the
seas were 100-percen t sout he rly <Figure 4 ). Th is period con
tained th e peak of th e south wave-energy field , which oc
curred a t 09/2300 . Th e wave-energy was principall y con
ta ined in th e lowest wave-energy bin , bin 2. Th e sha rp de
crease in wind speed th a t occurred a t 09/2200 did not result
in a decrease in the wave-en ergy field until 10/0000.

The post-fronta l period (10/0200 to 12/1200 ) was cha rac
terized by a steady, generally northerly wind direction , and
a s lowly decrea sing wind speed. The wa ve field had two prin
cipa l components: the old sout h wave field and the new north 
west wave field . Th e new wave field energy was split betw een
t he north a nd west quad ra nt s (Figu re 4 ). Th e westerly wave
field was the first to develop as the result of th e wind field
veering to a fairly steady north-northwest directi on. Th e en
ergy in the south quadrant initially decayed und er th e influ
ence of the north -north west wind field. At 10/0200 th e ma
jori ty of th e wave-energy was still contained in th e decaying

Post-frontalPre-frontal
0.30

025
",-

.§. 0.20

~ 0.15c
Ul

";. 0.10-;
005

000

09/00 09/06 09/12 09/18
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10/00 10/06 10/12 10/ 18 11/00 11/06 11/12

MARCII/UTC

Figure 4. Time se ries of th e dir ectional wave-ener gy combined into four qu adrants, eac h cente red a round the four ca rdi na l poin ts 0 North . D Bast . 6
Sout h, and V West). The data a re based upon hourl y spectral es ti mates from a 3-m discus buoy locat ed at NOAA Buoy 420 16. The wind direction te, is
from th e buoy anemomete r locat ed a t a height of 5 m.
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south quadrant wave field. However, at 1010:300 there was a
reduction in the rate of decay of the south quadrant wave
ell('rgy. This was followed by an increase in the energy ofthe
south quadrant wave field at 10/0700, while still under the
influence of a north-northwest wind field. After 10/0700, the
predominate direction of the wave field was from the north,
with some enerh'Y contained in the western quadrant.

DISCUSSION

'I'hc-r« were two lag-time scales of interest in this study: (11

1he time IH'eded for energy to appear in a frequency region
after an increase or decrease in the wind-energy level, and
I:.!) the time needed for elwrgy to decay in the old direction
after a wind shift. The lag times that occurred after 09/0800
wvr« considered re-presentative for the time necessary for the
uptake of energy from the wind field into the wave-energy
Iicld. ('karly, till' choice of frequency boundaries for the en
ergy bins biased the lag time lor each bin; additional bins
would han' shown intc-rrnvdiat.e lag times. The energy in bin
'i was quickly t.ransferrcd to other lower frequencies. The ini
t ial time lag for energy uptake was :1 hours for bin G. This
was f,>llowed hv lags of (), 9, and 10 hours for bins 4, :1, and
:.!, l'l'.'-'pectin>Jy. Though the wind magnitude fluctuated be
t \V('('n O~)/()800 and 09il700, the magnitudes at 0910700 and
Il~)/l O()O \Verl' nourlv equal, as were they at 09/0800 and
()~)!09()O. The sampling interval of one hour was the most re
st rict.iv« agent in resolving and quantifying theses time lag
\aIUI's.

(;t'NTliEI{ ct al. (19Hll examined the response of the wave
field to changing wind directions using the ,JONSWAP model.
They found that the momentum added hy the new wind di
rection was uansferred hv nonlinear int.eract.ions to lower fre
quencies. The VAN VLf<:IlIlJ-:B and HOLTlIlfI,JSEN (19RR;--''''lOdel
study using EXACT-NL showed that energy from the new
wave field would be siphoned off into the old wave field,
thereby slowi ng down the rate of decay of the old wave field.
This enhancement of the old wave field by the new wave field

is documented in our data (Figure 4). The southerly wave
field peaked at 09/2300, as soon as the winds shifted it be
came the "old" wave field. The old wave field decayed to a
local minimum at 10/0600, but gained energy the next hour,
followed by an unsteady decay until 11/1 000. The time need
ed for the energy to decay or transit out of the region in the
old direction was, thus, substantially altered,

The time series of the wind (Figure 2a) showed that during
the frontal passage, the changes in both the magnitude and
direction of the wind were not smooth in time, The conditions
that existed during the frontal passage, especially during the
post-frontal period, resulted in a very broad spectra in 6
space, shown in the polar contour plots (Figures 5a-9a I, and
spectrally wide in f-spacc, shown in the heave spectra plots
(Figures 5b-9b), During the pre-frontal and frontal periods,
wind strength generally increased, but over the sampling pe
riods of one hour fluctuations occurred, A single frequency
band, as opposed to the frequency bins, would not have pro
vided as insightful a picture of the time history of the wave
energy field, in terms of the lag response of the high-, mid-,
and lower-frequency regions of the spectra. A single frequen
cy would have shown a more rapid response to fluctuations
in wind direction and speed; but this rapid response would
mask out the general trend of the changes in wave-energy.
The broader bin averaged out the rapid fluctuations and
clearly showed the wave-energy trends. Additionally,. bins
have more degrees of freedom then the individual frequency
bands, and the confidence limits around their values arc im
proved. Further, the use of a "mid-range" frequency bin, in
stead of the highest frequency bin, as the wind-energy tracer,
was supported by the energy bin time series (Figure 3), The
gradual increase in wind-energy up to 09/0900 and the very
rapid increase in wind-energy that occurred at 09/1300 and
10/0200 were accompanied by associated visible rises in bin
4, The rises in bin 5 were not sufficiently sustained to cor
relate well with the wind-speed changes. The wave-energy in
bin 4 (0,22 to (UO Hz) provided the best wind-energy tracer
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Figure 6. Hourly directional wave data fill' March 10, 1994,0400 UTe. lal Polar contour plot using H equally spaced contour intcrvnls relative to this
hour's peak energy. Ihl Nondirectional heave spectra.

bin overall for use in understanding the hourly changes in
the wave spectra. It followed increases and trends of wind
speed changes more closely than bin 5. The wave-energy in
bin 5 rapidly attained saturation, and thus, its energy was
dissipated down to bin 4.

Examination of binned wave-energy and directional time
series (Figures 3 and 4), hourly directional wave contour and
nondirectional energy spectra ti.e. heave) plots (Figures Il
through 9) provided evidence that energy was physically
transferred from the north and west quadrants into the south
quadrant. Between 10/0100 and 10/0:300, the decay of the old
south wave field was fairly steep. From 10/0300 to 1010600,
the rate of decay of this wave field was reduced. The decay
rate changed signs ii.e. it became a rate of increasing energy!
between 10/0600 and 10/0700. The north-northwest wind
field was supporting a southerly wave field.

The energy increased in the new wave field after the wind
shift at 1010200, until the period of maximum wave-energy
at 10/01l00. During that period, wave-energy in bin 4 in
creased; the new wave field at 10/0:300 was smaller than the
old wave field (Figures 4 and 51. One hour later, the energy
contained in bin 3 had increased, while the energy in bin 4
had decreased (Figures 3 and 6), implying a transfer to a
lower frequency. The peak of the spectra in the old wave field
energy (bin 2) remained centered at a fairly constant fro
quency (Figures Il and 6l. The new wave field was increasing
in energy (Figure 4), with the energy moving towards lower
frequencies (Figure :3). By 10/0500, the new wave field was
larger than the old wave field (Figures 4 and T: The old wave
field remained more focused in its direction, i.c. narrower in
A-space, than the new wave field from the northwest (Figures
Ila, 6a, and 7al.
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At 1010600, th e wave field was st rongly bimodal (Figure 8).
Th e values of th e local spect ra l peak s for the old and new
wave fields were dist inct. At 1010700 , the heave spectra had
dra matica lly cha nge d (Figu re 9b), the old wa ve field spectra l
pea k increased by nearly a fact or of two a nd had narrowed
in I-space, wh ile th e new wave field spectral peak had de
creased by a factor of two and moved back to a higher fre
quency. This increase of energy in th e old wa ve field (south
erly) and decrease in the new wave field (northwesterly) was
don e und er th e forcing of a fairl y directionally stable north
north west wind field (Figure 4).

Th e support of the southe rly wave field a ppears not to have
been conti nuous. Th e rate of decay of the south ene rgy had
two ra te cha nges or "hinge" points (Figu re 4), one at 10/0300

a nd th e oth er at 1010600. Th e polar contour plot for 1010400
(Fig ure Ba) showed a narrow energy bridge connecting th e
old a nd new wave field s both in frequency and in direct ion .
Whi le at 10/0600 <Figure Sa) , the re was no connecti ng bridge
as much as th ere was an overla p between th e old a nd new
wave field s directionall y. Th e existe nce of overla ps or bridges
corres ponded well with th e changes in th e decay rate of the
old south wave field and may provide a physical insight into
th e s iphoning-off of ene rgy discussed by VAN VLEDDER a nd
HOLTHUIJSEN (1988 ). There was a n increase in ene rgy of th e
spect ra l peak at 1010700, one hou r after a spectral bridge
existed. Th e correlation between th e exis te nce of a n energy
bridge and th e enha ncement of the southe rly or old wave field
supported t he conclus ions of VAN VLlmoER and HOLTHU
I.JSEN (1988), YOUNG et al. ( 987), a nd QUANO UO and Ko 
MEN (1993). That is, nonlinea r wave -wav e inte ractions te nd
to s low down th e turning rat e of t he wave field.

It sho uld be note d that the ene rgy bridge was not a n a rt i
fact of t he cosine-2s directi onal ene rgy spreading model. The
energy bridge exis ts a t freq uen cies determined by time series
a na lysis of th e buoy's accelera tion. Its existe nce a nd corre
la tion with a noti ceabl e change in th e rate of decay of the
southern ene rgy wave field support th e assert ion that the

ene rgy br idge played a key role in th e energy distribution of
the wave field .

Th e wave data that wa s available for this study was the
hourly transmitted NDBC data. As discussed previously, this
represented a merging of 40-mi nute, 20-mi nute, and lO-min
ute sampling periods for the low-, mid-, and high-freq uency
portions of the wave spectrum. The discussed lag times and
j umps in ene rgy levels were likely actual wave field phenom
enon. Clea rly , though , there were processes that were taking
pla ce at periods of less than an hour.

SUMMARY

Between 1800 UTC, March 8, 1994 , and 1200 UTC , March
12, 1994 a cold front passage occurred in the northeast Gulf
of Mexico cont a ining a large direction and magnitude chan ge
in wind. Th e wave field 's response to this event has been
shown to contain some expecte d and un expect ed results. One
expecte d outcome was th e shorter time lag between a change
in th e magnitude of th e wind field and a corresponding
change in the wave -energy field for higher freq uency wave s
than for lower frequency waves. As projected by the work of
VAJ.~ VLEDDER and HOLTHUIJSEN (1988 ) and YOUNG et al.
(1987), under certain condit ions a rapid ly changing wind field
direction and increase in wind speed can cause th e formation
of a new, directi onally different, wave field . However , un ex
pectedly, th ere did exist som e a ppare nt exchange of ene rgy
between these two wave fields via a mid -range frequency en
ergy bridge. Th e use of broader frequ ency bin s vice typical
freque ncy bands reduced th e variability of th e data and al
lowed this process to be ide nti fied.

Wave-wave interactions tend to resist direct ionally un coup
led ene rgy fields as noted in th e works of VAN VLEDDER and
HOLTHUIJSEN (1988 ), YOUNG et al. (1987), and QUANDUO
and KOMEN (1993 ). Th e t wo directi onally different wave-en
ergy fields exis te d during th e post-frontal period as th e resul t
of - 135° wind shi ft . Clea rly shown wit h two pola r conto ur
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plots of directional wave spectra, a wave -energy bridge was
created between th e two fields. Th is bridging occurred either
as a distinct (from th e old and new wave fields ) ene rgy bridge
or as an extens ion of a new wave field in a-space, Thi s bridge
formation was linked with an altered decay rate of th e old
wave field.

Th e technique used in establishing energy quadrants and
mapping out a time series of their changes proved to be a
valuable method for the analysis of directional wave field s.
Whil e heave spectra and polar contour plots of direct ional
wave spectra provided insight for the finer detail s of th e a na l
ysis, they did not provide as useful a tool as a t ime-seri es plot
of th e energies , The study region's seasonal wind field pat
tern was fortuitous in supporting th e use of a si mple four
qu adrant syste m to examine th e changes of th e wave field
ene rgy in a-spac e. Other geographical settings may not allow
such a simple sys tem.

A quantitative analysis of the wind fields a nd th e wave
fields during a frontal passage will require a finer resolution
in tim e. Future plans will focus on using available tim e-seri es
records of buoy mot ion and wind data to exa mine this data
set and others with wave spectra wind averages based upon
multiple esti ma tes per hour. Other techniques that allow bi
modal energy spreading functions will be explored in analysis
of wave-energy respon se to maj or wind shifts.
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